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About TMCC 
“We are a church for people who have given up on church,” so begins Lead Pastor Randy Youngblood 
when asked what Thunder Mountain Community Church is all about. Thunder Mountain has been about 
making disciples who make disciples since a small group gathered together in 1989 to plant a church to 
be “ever-growing and ever-reaching this generation for Christ.”  On Easter 1990 this dream began to 
become a reality when Thunder Mountain Community Church (TMCC) officially launched.  

The dream to reach the current generation continues even today as the average age of regular attenders 
is just twenty-nine years of age.  TMCC is a place of compassion for 
people without Jesus.  “There are many of us who remember what it 
was like to be lost,” says Randy, “how could we not show this same 
compassion to others?” 

As a non-denominational church, TMCC tends to connect with the 
unchurched and disenfranchised.  Consequently, their success in 
reaching this demographic has led them to see this group as their 
target mission field.  You don’t need to get your life in order before 
engaging at TMCC, but rather, the church seeks to be place where 
people are set free from the effects of sin so they can engage in the 
fight for the souls of others.  TMCC places a high priority on 
connecting people with service opportunities and even has “First 
Serve” experiences for those who aren’t followers of Christ yet.
The church has continued on a steady growth path for the last decade 
and averages over seven hundred spread across four worship 
gatherings per weekend. There are two gatherings on Saturday 
evening, and two on Sunday morning.

TMCC is a growing church that averages nearly seven hundred spread across four worship gatherings 
per weekend. There are two gatherings on Saturday evening, and two on Sunday morning. 

“I don’t view the attendance numbers as a metric of success as much as a metric of responsibility,” says 
Randy.  But he also adds that every number has a name, and every name has a story.  The church has 
continued to take bold steps to increase its capacity to grow, care for, and pray for people and celebrate 
every changed life…one person at a time.  The church is the area host of the Global Leadership Summit, 
and is known as a place eager to give of itself, and resources. 

The future holds a big vision for the church.  As the number of small group communities continue to 
grow each season they serve not only as the primary tool for discipleship and connection but also as an 
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increasingly important vehicle for local outreach.  It’s not about being the best church IN the city, but 
rather being the best church FOR the city.  That’s why to reach everyone the Holy Spirit intends for 
TMCC to reach they need to expand their facilities.  Currently they have blueprints drafted for a future 
campus, and are working on some intermediate fundraising steps towards that.   

Weekends at Thunder Mountain 
Every aspect of the four identical 
weekend gatherings at Thunder 
Mountain – from guest services to the 
gospel-centric messages to the modern 
musical worship - is intentionally 
focused to facilitate a life-transforming 
experience with the living God! 

Since the church is actively engaged 
with young families, kids are 
everywhere!  “An exciting kids ministry 
is key to our weekend gatherings, “ says 
Randy. Additionally, Thunder Mountain 
has a thriving student ministry, and it is 

common to see students actively involved in many areas of ministry service, including small groups, 
creative arts, guest services and outreach! 

There really is an expectation that people leave TMCC having had 
an experience that they take with them.  “We believe this so 
much,” says Randy, “that we are … looking for a leader who can 
facilitate encounters with the Living God where people leave with 
the hope of the gospel echoing within them!” 

The Team at Thunder Mountain 
Thunder Mountain exists to help people find their joy in living out the purpose God created for them. If you 
were to view a picture of the staff structure at Thunder Mountain, you would see an upside down 
pyramid with Christ at the bottom (as Owner) and lead pastor and staff reaching up to support and 
equip the Church for the work of ministry.  

At Thunder Mountain, team members are not differentiated through terms such as “employee” and 
“volunteer”, but rather as paid and unpaid “staff”. Here, each person is considered to be a leader-in-the-
making with his or her spiritual development as the highest priority.  
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About Sierra Vista (bring your mountain bike!) 
With a population over forty-five thousand, Sierra Vista is located a little over an hour southeast 
of Tucson and is the main commercial, cultural and recreational hub of the area. The abundant 
sunshine and clean air combine to make this city a comfortable and pleasant place to live. 

This military town is home to Fort Huachuca and is nestled at the base of the gorgeous 
Huachuca Mountains. The military base has approximately 18,000 people on post and is one of 
the busiest Army installations. 

Sierra Vista is home to many outdoor adventures that can be enjoyed year round whether it be 
hiking, bird-watching, rappelling, spelunking, golfing or just playing with the kids in one of the 
many city parks. If you love the outdoors, and have a drive for adventure, you’ll love Sierra Vista! 

Considered the “high desert” at an elevation of about 4,600’, the summers are much cooler than 
the infamous temperatures of Tucson and Phoenix. Winters are mild. A local army base is the 
major employer of the city. 

Additional information on Sierra Vista can be found at: SierraVistaChamber.org  

See what Sierra Vista is all about in this video. 

About Leadership Pathway 
Leadership Pathway is a network of ministry leaders who helps churches find Residents and then 
coaches them for success.  At the conclusion of your two-year residency, if you are not highly desired 
and hirable by a church and in full-time ministry, we have failed you. The need in the Kingdom is great, 
and failure is not an option. 
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If you want to be in ministry, we can help you take the best first steps to ensure your fruitfulness in the 
Kingdom.

Perhaps you’ve seen others go before you and quit soon thereafter because they were overwhelmed and 
felt alone. We seek to address these common issues by ensuring that your network of coaches and 
leaders on the ground at the church are prepared and resourced to help guide you forward.  
Please don’t hear us saying this will be easy. It might be the hardest thing you’ve done yet. But, it will be 
rewarding, and we guarantee you will be ready if you persevere through the entire process.

We are rooting for you!

Contact 
If after looking at this profile, you would be interested please apply by reaching out to 
info@leadershippathway.org 
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